
Sponsor meeting minutes #6 

 

Date 14th Sept 2017 

Time 0900 – 1045 

Mode & Venue Physical, Singapore Management University SOE CR B1-01 

Attendees Xin Yi, Ling Wei, Ryan, Wen Li, Timothy  

Agenda - Demonstrate and explain our applications to GovTech 
- Know and understand GovTech Resource Sharing Application 
- Update sponsor on change requests 

Meeting 
minutes 

General 
 
What if user change dept => email changes 

- Change email => new account 
- Transfer organization → re-signup  
- They will deactivate account and give them new workplace 
account. 
- (Not yet) Unique auth for each user → don’t lose account and 
contacts and password will be the same 
 

 

Deactivating accounts 

- Download list of email ids who should be deactivated and 
upload to workplace to deactivate these accs (Workplace@FB 
will handle deactivation) 
 

Others 
- GovTech APIs uses gov email as user id (same as workplace 
email) 
 
Team asked sponsor reason for not wanting a MegaBot 
- Very difficult for user 
- Cumbersome  
- Might make the bot slow 

- Prefer to make one very good bot that serves one function very 
well 
 

 

What GovTech is currently doing and how it will affect/help 
us 
 

- SaaS 

- Subscribe and use service/systems 
 

- API - expose some data 

- Building mobile app for all civil servants 

- Resource booking, event management 



- Create event, rsvp etc → link up to resource booking 
(potential) 
- Intranet system 
 

 

Visitor Management 
- Need to create an event first 
- or add visitors to a particular resource booking 
 

 

Events Management (alpha build) 
 

 

Resource booking system (Target launch by end October - 
govtech)  
- Currently: Outlook plugin 

- Types of resources for booking: Corporate passes (e.g. 
reserve zoo tickets), Room booking, Equipment (e.g. projector), 
Carpark 

- A person can have access to resources from different locations 
based on their agency (email) 
- Once API available → can link to our Fabot to be used as the 
FMS 

- When asked if there are any documentation on the API, 
GovTech said that technical definitions are not completed but 
concept 
- GovTech is unsure when will the API be up. 
- Possible to have basic functionalities → View booking and 
check-in, start/stop (bot can ask whether you are still using room 
5 minutes before booking end time, release room if user says 
no), cancel booking 

- They can share some screens with us - cancel(prior to day), 
start,release(Meeting finishes earlier → can release 
room),extend 
 

 

App Authentication for API 
- Utility library built by GovTech, to authenticate between bot 
and API (avail in nodejs) 
- The name of API Server is called APEX/API exchange 
 

 

Comments on Bots from GovTech 
 

Use cases for bot: 
- Notify host that visitor has arrived → currently, uses SMS 

- Resource booking bot: prompt user when booking is about to 
start 
 



How to get public servants to search for the bots easily?  
- “Push down”: Bot straightaway appears on workchat 
- Start a group to publicise bots 

- Bot can proactively notify users: automatically appear on user 
workchat and message them 
 

 

Evbot comments: 
 
2 bots (1 Organiser, 1 Paricipant): 
- Distinct use cases => those with dual roles may be confused, 
harder to improve UX with only 1 bot 
- Broadcast message to all RSVP participants to check-in 
(during the event) 
- Event organiser might want to test how the questions look like, 
the feel of the event management → another rationale for 
separate bots 
 

Change Request 
 

1. EvBot to automatically message/remind participants to 
check in 

 
2. Event report include email, location field 

 
3. CSV export for Event Report 

 
4. Change hosting from Heroku to AWS 

 
5. Security - API Tokens (JWT) 

 
6. FMS replicate GovTech Use Case 

 
7. FaBot Integration - APEX 

 

To-do-list - Review change requests 

 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 1045. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there 

are no amendments in the next day.  

 

 

Prepared by 

Alicia Tan 

 

Vetted and edited by 

Au Ling Wei 



 


